Professionals Gather for the Greater Dallas
DiversityFIRST™ Luncheon
appreciation for diversity and inclusion,
and a cultural understanding within the
workplace and the community.
The Texas Diversity Council would like
to thank the sponsors of the events, along
with the panelists, for helping to make the
Greater Dallas DiversityFIRST™ Luncheon
a rousing success.
From left to right: Jackie Robinson, Edcar Johnson, Angeles Valenciano (VP of
Business Development for Texas Diversity Council), Greg Moore, and David Doyle
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their careers using diversity and inclusion
practices,” said Dennis Kennedy, CEO and
Founder of the Texas Diversity Council,
“while at the same time, we wanted to
honor people and organizations that
already embrace such practices and try to
create a diverse and inclusive workforce.”
Attendees had the opportunity to attend
two diversity best practices sessions. The
first topic, “It Takes a Village Working
Together to Achieve Full Diversity and
Inclusion…White Males Live in the Village
Too”, addressed how white males play a
vital role in accomplishing the goals of
full inclusion for all. The second topic
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